
  

 
 
  

Assessment of Learning Committee (ALC) 
Monday, May 13, 2019 

COMM 109 - 2:30pm to 4:00pm 
 

ALC Co-Chairs/SLO Co-Coordinators:  Russell Serr & Kevin Degnan 
  
Recorder:  Isabelle Peña 
 
Attendees: 
Academic Affairs – Linda Clowers 
Institutional Research – Joshua Rosales 
Business – Ana Milosevich 
Fine Arts – Vince Palacios 
Health Sciences and Athletics – Russell Serr  
Humanities – Mora Mattern  
 

Industry & Technology – Merriel Winfree & Bruce Tran 
Industry & Technology Assoc. Dean – Sue Ellen Warren 
Mathematical Sciences – Catherine Schult-Roman 
Natural Sciences – T. Jim Noyes 
Library/LRU – Claudia Striepe 

 
 

MINUTES 
 

 
Call to Order:  Meeting was called to order at 2:35 p.m. 
 
I. Approval of Minutes 

 A. Russell S. moved to approve the minutes for the 4/15/2019 ALC meeting.  Sue Ellen W. seconded 
the motion.  Motion was carried. 

 
 
II. Reports  

A. Full-Time, Adjunct, and Multiple Section Templates – Russell Serr 
As a result of the Faculty survey, since a lot of the faculty responses referred to more Nuventive 
training, we will offer more workshops at the beginning and the end of the semesters and have 
also modified the SLO templates. 
1. Full-Time Faculty Nuventive Improve SLO Template 

a. This template has been modified to include instructions on how and where to enter 
certain information of the SLO results, actions, etc. in Nuventive Improve. 

b. We have also followed up on the recommendations that faculty had. 
2. Adjunct Faculty SLO Template 

a. Since adjunct faculty are not required to enter results in Nuventive, we have created a 
separate SLO template for them; we have modified the full-time faculty template and 
removed all references to Nuventive. 

b. If the part-time faculty do not want to enter their results in Nuventive, then they fill out 
the Adjunct Faculty SLO template with their data, then give the form to a full-time faculty 
to enter the data and results into Nuventive. 

c. If the part-time faculty doesn’t mind entering their results in Nuventive, then they can fill 
out the Full-Time Faculty SLO template and enter their results in Nuventive themselves. 

d. Catherine S. stated Academic Senate is making changes to the contract to change the 
word “adjunct” to “part-time”.  Templates will be revised to make this change.  

3. Multiple-section template 
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a. The purpose of this Excel template is to give it to the various faculty, who teach several 
sections of a course, have them fill out their data, and return the form to the full-time 
lead faculty who is entering the assessment results in Nuventive. 

b. The Humanities Division uses another method for assessing multiple-section courses, but 
this method works very well with the Health Sciences and Athletics Division, and Russell 
S. thought that it might be a template that some divisions or programs may want to use 
or try to use for their multiple-section courses that are being assessed. 

c. The template already calculates the percentages for standards met for each class section; 
all the faculty needs to enter are the section number, total number of students in the 
class (section), and total number of students who met the SLO’s standard of success. 

4. Comments on Assessment Method and Assessment Method Description 
a. Isabelle P. noted that some faculty have been entering the same assessment method 

(with the exact same Assessment Method Description) as separate entries instead of 
choosing an Assessment Method that has already been entered previously and just 
adding new data and results for that same.  This can be emphasized in the working 
workshops:  If the Assessment Method AND Assessment Method Description is the same 
as one that has already been entered previously, faculty can select that assessment 
method and enter their data and results under that same assessment method without 
having to add or re-enter the same method again.  

5. How to do Follow-Ups:  Need to re-visit the follow-up template.  Russell S. and Isabelle P. will 
work on this. 

Update:  July 10, 2019 – Isabelle P. has suggested to the SLO coordinators and Linda 
Clowers a method for faculty to remember doing their Follow-Ups:  When faculty enter 
their Action Item in Nuventive along with the Action Due Date, they should use the 
“Assignment” feature and send themselves an “Assignment”.  By doing this and 
putting the “due date”, the faculty member will receive an e-mail reminder of this task 
and they will also have an option to add this task to their Outlook Calendar.  In 
addition, the “bell” icon to the left of their log-in will also show numbers which will 
represent the number of tasks (i.e. Follow-Ups) that the faculty member must 
complete.  Isabelle suggested that this be included as part of the SLO training 
workshop.  Kevin D. suggested that these instructions be added to the Full-Time SLO 
template. 

6. Joshua suggested that since we are now referring to the assessment software as Nuventive 
Improve, we should ask the ECC webmaster to change all links on the ECC website to read 
Nuventive Improve (formerly TracDat). 

 
B. Year-end Facilitator Reports 

1. Due date changed to May 31, 2019. 
2. This can be a couple of paragraphs stating highlights and/or challenges in their area.  Russell 

and Kevin D. use this information to do their Coordinator Report, which is uploaded to the 
SLO website. 

3. May 14, 2019 Facilitator meeting has been cancelled. 
 

C. SAO updates concerns/issues – Russell Serr 
1. SAOs will have their own (separate) web page within the ECC website.  It is not up yet, but 

Robin Dreizler is working on this. 
2. Claudia asked about workshops for SAOs—if this will be included in the SLO workshops.  SAO 

assessment forms are different than SLOs/PLOs.  Need to look at the SAO assessments into 
more detail to see how they can be incorporated in the SLO workshops. 
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D. Communication ILO (#2) Update – Joshua Rosales and Russell Serr 
1. Joshua R. sent out e-mails to faculty for 55 sections that were aligned with the Communication 

ILO around Spring Break.  He has already received 2 completed reports.  He will send another 
e-mail reminder to the remaining faculty this week.  He will be working on the report during 
the summer.  He is hoping to get the report out within the first couple of weeks of the Fall 
2019 semester. 

2. In the last ILO assessment that we did, we talked about looking into using our SLO and PLO 
assessments as one of the methods to assess our ILOs.  We haven’t used this method yet, so 
Russell S. and Kevin D. will look at some SLO and PLO assessments and see if there is any way 
we can tie those assessments with this ILO.  Russell also invited any of the ALC members and 
facilitators who wants to volunteer, to also look at the assessments in their divisions and do 
the same and report back to the Coordinators.  The SLOs and PLOs may or may not help in 
assessing this ILO, but this is something that we have never done before and it was part of 
our plan to test it out so we want to follow through our plan and see if it is possible to use 
those assessments.  Coordinators plan to do this exploration over the summer. 

3. Russell stated that the SLOs do directly feed into the PLOs in most cases, but how they feed 
into the ILOs is not clear.  In our alignment grids, the SLOs align with the PLOs and the PLOs 
align with the ILOs, but the course aligns with the ILOs.  In Nuventive, there is no such thing 
as Course-to-ILO alignment (mapping); however, if any one SLO aligns with a PLO, which is 
then aligned with a certain ILO, Nuventive will consider that course as aligning with that 
particular ILO.  Russell stated that we will start with the PLO-to-ILO alignments first, then look 
at the SLOs. 

4. A question was asked when we are updating the alignment grids on the website.  Some 
Alignment Grids on the SLO website conflict with the information on Nuventive.  This is 
something that the Coordinators have been discussing; there have been so many changes 
since those alignment grids were created over 5 years ago (SLO/PLO statement changes, 
course inactivations, new courses, renamed course titles, etc.) that we really need to re-visit 
the alignment grids and update them.  However, this is a huge task to undertake and we need 
to make a plan on how this will be done.  In the meantime, Linda C. will find out if we need to 
update the alignment grids posted on the website so that they match the information in 
Nuventive (i.e. is it required by the accreditation team?).  If we don’t need to have them on 
the website, then she agrees with the ALC that we should take them down as it is best for us 
not to have conflicting information.  We also need to take a look at the statements that were 
created in 2013 to see if they still apply and if they have to be changed; and if they do (or have 
changed), how that affects the alignments as well. 

5. Joshua R. stated that we should also look at how the ILOs align with the college’s Strategic 
Initiatives/Goals.  Isabelle P. stated that there is a section in Nuventive that lists Strategic 
Initiatives, but we haven’t touched that area at all.  We definitely need to look at aligning ILOs 
with Strategic Initiatives and start having conversations about ILOs at the Strategic Planning 
meetings. 

 
E. Critical Thinking ILO (#1) - 2020 – Russell Serr 

1. Russell S. looked at our previous assessment of this ILO in 2016.  It was assessed similarly as 
the Communication ILO (rubric, selected courses that aligned with this ILO).  Results found 
performance gaps between certain socio-economic groups.  However, the success rate for the 
students overall was fairly well. 

2. Some of the Actions from the last ILO assessment: 
a. A list of suggestions for faculty on how they can assess Critical Thinking in their courses. 
b. We should consider using a 4-point rubric scale instead of a 3-point rubric scale. (This is 

something that can easily be done.) 
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c. Doing a pre- and post-assessment strategy but he’s not sure this is something that faculty 
is going to embrace—not everyone will want to do the extra work.   

d. Committee should work with Student Equity Program (SEP) to insure that we address the 
targeted populations who are getting lower assessments. 

 3. Russell S. thinks we should do the same type of assessment as the last one so that we can see 
progress over time. 

4. Vincent P. stated that he wrestles with the thought that more and more incoming students 
cannot critically think anymore; they are not being taught to, and social media removed the 
notion of critical thinking.  We might be doing a fine job, the assessment tool may be 
wonderful, but the students coming in are performing lower in thinking critically so our 
success is probably going to drop, not improve—not because the teachers aren’t teaching, 
but because the students just cannot capably think in a critical way.  Russell stated that 
regardless of the skill level of our incoming students, we still need to assess our Critical 
Thinking ILO, and if our results are lower, we will have to evaluate why this is. 

5. Catherine S. suggested possibly selecting the KEAS or FYE students for sampling.  Linda C. 
stated that push has been to look at our non-cohort students vs. students that are part of a 
cohort. 

6. Will discuss this more at the next meeting in the Fall. 
 

F. Facilitators – Fall 2019 – Russell Serr 
1. Tom Hicks will be new facilitator for HSA. 
2. Fariba Sadeghi-Tabrizi is stepping down as one of the facilitators from Fine Arts. All other 

existing facilitators will remain. 
3. Starting in Fall 2019, since there will be no Facilitator meetings, the ALC meetings will act as 

the Facilitator meetings and the Division Facilitators will be the ALC representatives for those 
divisions/areas. 

 
 
 III. Other Items 

A. Assessment for courses offered in Winter Term only – Russell Serr 
  There are some courses that are offered/taught in the Winter Term only.  However, the Winter 

term is not part of the Assessment Cycle in Nuventive.  How are these courses assessed? 
1. Courses that are taught in the Winter Term only will still be assessed during that term; 

however, when entering in Nuventive, the following Spring semester will be selected, and a 
note should be added that this was a Winter-only course. 

2. Coordinators will forward to faculty a list of Winter-only courses that are due for assessment 
during the first week of the Winter term.  

 
 
IV. Next meeting – Fall 2019 
 
  
V. Adjournment:  Meeting was adjourned at 3:40p.m. 
 
 
Attachments: 
 Full-Time Faculty Nuventive Improve SLO Template 
 Part-Time Faculty SLO Template 
 Multi-section Template 
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Spring 2019 ALC Meetings 
Mondays, 2:30 - 4:00 pm 

COMM 109 
 

March 11 
April 15 
May 13 

 
Facilitator Training Sessions 

Tuesdays 1:00 - 2:00 pm 
COMM 109 

 
March 12 

May 14 (Cancelled) 

 
TracDat “Working” 

Workshop:  Entering SLO 
Assessments in Nuventive 

Library Basement West 
 

Wednesday, May 29, 2019 
2:30 pm - 3:30 pm 

 
Thursday, May 30, 2019 

1:00 pm - 2:00 pm 
 

 
Deadlines 

 
Spring/Summer 2019 

SLO Assessments 
Due Date:  Friday, 

September 13, 2019 
 

Spring/Summer 2019 
PLO Assessments 
Due Date:  Friday, 

September 27, 2019 
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El Camino College 
Nuventive Improve SLO Template 

 
 
How to Use this Template: If you wish, you may fill out this template and transfer (copy & paste) the 
information into Nuventive Improve once it is complete. This is a WORD document.  Fields will expand as you type. 
This template also includes instructions (in blue text) on how to enter your assessment data in Nuventive Improve. 
 
How to Log into Nuventive Improve:  Open your web browser, preferably Google Chrome. 

Option 1: Type https://elcamino.tracdat.com/tracdat/ on your web browser. 
 Log in with your Username and Password.  Your Username is the first part of your ECC e-mail (e.g. 

your username is jsmith if your e-mail address is jsmith@elcamino.edu).  Your Password is the same 
as your ECC log-in. 

Option 2: If you cannot remember the URL address listed in Option 1 above, go to the El Camino College Home 
Page at www.elcamino.edu on your web browser. 
 Scroll down to the very bottom of the web page. (You can also do this on any El Camino web page.) 
 Click on A-Z Site Index located at the bottom right of the screen. 
 On the Site Index screen, scroll down to T and click on TracDat. 
 Log in with your Username and Password (see instructions above under Option 1). 

Tip:  Once you are on the Nuventive Improve Log in screen, add it to your Bookmarks Bar so that the next time you have to log 
on, you can just click on the bookmarked “shortcut”. 
 
How to Access Your Program & Course: Once you are logged in to Nuventive Improve, the default screen will 
be the Home Screen of the program you were on the last time you were logged on.  To access another program, 
go to the top-middle of the screen and click on the pull-down menu icon (black downward-pointing triangle).  This 
will show all the programs you have access to.  Scroll down to the program your course belongs to; once it is 
highlighted, click to select it. 
 
How to Access Past Reports and Other Documents: To access past SLO assessment reports and other 
documents, go to Documents  Document Repository located on the left side of the screen.  Click on a folder to 
expand it and view the files stored in that folder. To view or download a file, scroll to the file and click on the icon 
to the right of the file name that looks like an upside-down triangle in a box.  
 
DUE DATE: Assessment Reports are due on the Friday of the 3rd week of the following [Fall or Spring] semester. 

ENTERING ASSESSMENTS FOR YOUR COURSE:  On the Home screen of your Program, click on the course you wish to enter 
your Assessment Method and Analysis/Results. 
 

COURSE PLANNING  COURSE LEVEL PLAN 
 

Course 
Number: 

Click here to enter 
Course #. 

Course 
Name: Click here to enter Course Name. 

 
SLO No. & Title Click here to enter SLO Number and Title. 

SLO Statement Click here to enter SLO statement. 

Note: This is a “view only” screen. Contact your facilitator if you wish to change your SLO or PLO Statements. 

Course SLO Assessment Cycle:   Note:  This is a “view only” screen.   4-year timelines are developed by each Program and 
entered into Nuventive Improve by the SLO Facilitators.  
  

https://elcamino.tracdat.com/tracdat/
http://www.elcamino.edu/
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ASSESSMENT METHOD DESCRIPTION 

 
NOTE:  If the Assessment Method and Assessment Method Description is already listed under the SLO you are 
assessing, you can continue on to the Results section on the left side of the screen under Course Planning.  If your 
assessment method is the same as one that is already listed, but the method description is different, you will have 
to enter a NEW assessment method; you will then be able to enter the assessment method description in more 
detail. 
 
To enter a NEW Assessment Method Description:  Click on the green plus icon      to the right of Assessment Method 
Description. 
 
Make sure the Active box is checked. 
 
Assessment Method: Choose ONE item that most closely relates to your assessment method and click on the 
box next to method.  If more than one assessment tool is being used for this assessment select “Multiple 
Assessments.”  (In Nuventive Improve, this is a drop-down menu.) 

 Case Study  Journal/Log  Presentation/Skill Demonstration 

 Essay/Written Assignment  Laboratory Project/Report  Project 

 Exam/Test/ Quiz  Multiple Assessments  Standardized/Licensing Exam 

 Fieldwork Internship   Performance  Survey/Focus Group 

 Homework Problems  Portfolio  Term/Research Paper 
 
Assessment Method Description:  In a sentence or two, describe the planned course SLO assessment.  Please 
note that this is a required field.  You will not be able to save this Assessment Method until this field is filled in.  

Enter Assessment Method Description below. 

 
Standard and Target for Success: Describe the standard you will use to determine success in your assessment.  
If you are using a rubric, attach the rubric. Include your target for student success for this SLO.  This target for 
student success should be based on a clear standard.  For example: 
 Based on Percentages: “It is expected that 85% of students will score 75% or above on this SLO. 
 Based on Rubric:  “It is expected that 80% of students will score 4 or above on this SLO.” 

Enter Standard and Target for Success below. 

 
Related Documents:  This section lets you upload documents.  You may wish to upload your actual assessment tool, rubric or 
any other relevant material here.  To do so, you must first click on Save and Return. 

Once you are back to the previous screen, click on the green wrench icon to the right of Related Documents, under the 
Assessment Method you just entered.  From the Document Repository on the left column, select the document you want to 
relate to this assessment method and drag it (hold down left click) to the right column under Related Documents.   

Note:  You must first upload your document to the Document Repository.  Instructions on how to upload documents can be 
found on the last page.  

 
COURSE PLANNING  RESULTS 

 
To enter RESULTS for your Assessment: 
 On the left side of the screen, click on Results under Course Planning. 
 Click on the black triangle icon   to the left of the SLO you are assessing. 

Click here to enter text. 

Click here to enter text. 
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 Select the Assessment Method (bolded text) and Assessment Method Description, for which you are entering results.  Click 
on the green plus icon      to the right of the Assessment Method you selected. 

 Note:  All fields with an asterisk (*) are required fields. 
 
Assessment Data & Analysis Date:  Enter the date this assessment was completed.  This date is typically the 
date you input your assessment in Nuventive (default date shown on this screen).  It may not necessarily fall in the 
same semester as when you conducted the actual assessment, since the assessment due date is always the 3rd 
week of the following semester. 

Click here to enter a 
date. 

 In Nuventive Improve, when you click on this field, it will bring up a calendar.  
Highlight and click on the date and it will enter that date in the box. 

 
Assessment Data & Analysis:  What are the results of your assessment?  Provide the assessment data. 
Summarize the patterns observed in the data. What were the most important findings from the data? 

Enter assessment data and analysis below. 

 
Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:  Enter the semester and year the assessment was conducted. The 
semester and year must match the current assessment timeline for this SLO. 

Click here to enter 
Semester and Year.  In Nuventive Improve, this is a drop-down menu. 

 
Standard Met?  Was the target you set in the “Standard and Target for Success” section met? 

 Standard Met  Standard Not Met  In Nuventive Improve, this field is a drop-down menu. 
 

% of Success for this SLO:  Click here to enter 
percentage. 

Note:  If the target was not met, consider re-assessing this SLO sooner than indicated on the timeline.  If the target has been 
met consistently, consider revising your SLO or developing a new SLO statement.  If you plan to assess this SLO or PLO earlier 
than indicated on your timeline, enter it as an “Action Item” and provide the date you plan to re-assess this SLO. 

 
Faculty Assessment Leader:   Faculty Contributing to Assessment: 
The person entering the assessment in Nuventive (typically 
a full-time faculty member). 

 Enter names of ALL faculty who participated in this assessment. 

Click here to enter name.  Click here to enter name(s). 
 
Related Documents:  This section lets you upload documents related to your Assessment Data and Analysis (Results).  You 
may wish to upload your actual assessment data, graphs, rubric, or any other relevant material here.  To do so, you must first 
click on Save and Return while you are in the Add (Edit) Assessment Data & Analysis screen. 

Once you are back in the previous Results screen, click on the green wrench icon to the right of Related Documents, 
under the Result you just entered.  From the Document Repository on the left column, select the document you want to relate 
to this assessment result and drag it (hold down left click) to the right column under Related Documents.  Click Complete 
located at the top right of the screen. 

Note:  You must first upload your document to the Document Repository.  Instructions on how to upload documents can be 
found on the last page. 

 
 

Actions 
 

***You may enter more than one Action for each Result.*** 
 

Click here to enter text. 
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Describe Action(s) needed to improve Student Learning:   Address as many categories as needed.   

Teaching Strategies:  Needed changes to teaching strategies to improve student learning.  
Curriculum Changes: Needed curricular changes (pre-requisites, major topics, objectives, etc.).  
Program/College Support: Anything the Program or College should do to support any of these changes.  
SLO Assessment Process: Needed changes to the SLO statement or assessment process based on results.  

Action 
(One action plan per row.)   

Enter only those actions for which you wish to develop a plan. 
Action Due Date Action Category 

Click here to enter text. Click here to 
select Due Date 

Choose a Category 

Click here to enter text. Click here to 
select Due Date 

Choose a Category 

Click here to enter text. Click here to 
select Due Date 

Choose a Category 

Click here to enter text. Click here to 
select Due Date 

Choose a Category 

Click here to enter text. Click here to 
select Due Date 

Choose a Category 

 
To enter ACTIONS in Nuventive:  Click on the green plus icon to the right of Actions, located below the Results/ 
Assessment Data & Analysis section. This will take you to the Add Action screen. 

Note: You have to enter all required fields in the Results   Add Assement Data & Analysis screen in order to be able to enter 
Action items. 

 
Action Due Date:  Enter the date this Action must be completed. This date should be within one to two semesters after the 
assessment was conducted.  In Nuventive Improve, when you click on this field, it will bring up a calendar.  Highlight and click 
on the date and it will enter that date in the box. 
 
Action:  Enter an action for which you wish to develop a plan.   
 
Action Category:  Select a Category from the pull-down menu for this Action item.  
 
If you have multiple Actions: 

1. Complete one Action item in the Add Action screen, add Action Due Date, Action, and Action Category, then click on Save 
and Return. 

2. To add more Actions, click on the green plus icon      to the right of Actions.  Repeat steps in Note #1 above. 
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DOCUMENTS  DOCUMENT REPOSITORY 
  

To UPLOAD Related Documents for your Results: 

1. On the left side of the screen, click on Document Repository under Documents. 
2. Click on the green plus icon   to the right of Document Repository. 
3. To the right of Places documents into, click on the pull-down menu (upside-down triangle) and select the folder to which 

you want to upload your file. 
4. Click on the gray text: Click to browse for files. 
5. Select the file you want to upload from your hard drive and double-click on the file. (Or, highlight the file and click Open.)  

This will add the file under Name, under Urls. 
(Note:  If you have more than one file to upload, repeat steps 4 and 5 above until all your files are listed.) 

6. Click on Save. 
7. This will bring you back to the Document Repository screen and you will now see your file(s) listed under the folder in 

which you put them. 
 
Now that you’ve uploaded your document(s), you can proceed to Related Documents and select the file(s) associated with 
your assessment result. 
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El Camino College 

Part-Time Faculty SLO Template 
This template (Word document) can be downloaded from the ECC SLO website. 

 

How to Use this Template:  Please fill out this template and give the completed form (electronic file) to your Full-Time 
Faculty Assessment Leader or Facilitator so that they can copy and paste the information/data in Nuventive Improve. This 
is a WORD document.  Fields will expand as you type. Please note that while part-time faculty are required to participate 
in course and program level assessments, especially in supplying course SLO data, they are not required to enter results in 
Nuventive Improve and there is no stipend available.  However, if you wish to enter your own assessments on Nuventive, 
please use the Nuventive SLO Template, which can be downloaded from the ECC SLO website. 

 
Due Date:  SLO Assessment Reports are due the Friday of the 3rd week of the following [Fall/Spring] semester. 

 

COURSE LEVEL PLAN - ASSESSMENT METHOD DESCRIPTION 
 

Course Number:  Course Name:  

    
SLO/PLO Number and Title:    

    

Full-Time Faculty Assessment Leader or Facilitator:  
Faculty Member(s) Contributing to this Assessment: 
Enter names of ALL faculty who participated in this assessment. 

   

                                            
Identify Assessment Method: Choose ONE item that most closely relates to your assessment method (mark the box 
next to Method with an X).  If more than one assessment tool is being used for this assessment select “Multiple 
Assessments.”  You will be able to explain the assessment method(s) in more detail in the following section. 
 

 Case Study  Journal/Log  Presentation/Skill Demonstration 

 Essay/Written Assignment  Laboratory Project/Report  Project 

 Exam/Test/ Quiz  Multiple Assessments  Standardized/Licensing Exam 

 Fieldwork Internship   Performance  Survey/Focus Group 

 Homework Problems  Portfolio  Term/Research Paper 

 
Assessment Method Description:  In a sentence or two, describe the planned course SLO assessment.  If you wish, you 
can include the actual assessment tool/instrument by sending the electronic file to your full-time Faculty Assessment 
Leader or Facilitator so that they can upload it to the “Related Documents” section in Nuventive Improve. 
 

Enter text here. 

 
Standard and Target for Success: Describe the standard you will use to determine success in your assessment.  If you 
are using a rubric, attach the rubric. Include your target for student success for this SLO.  This target for student success 
should be based on a clear standard.  For example: 
 Based on Percentages: “It is expected that 85% of students will score 75% or above on this SLO. 
 Based on Rubric:  “It is expected that X% of students will score 4 or above on this SLO.” 
 

Enter text here. 
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RESULTS 
 

Assessment Data Date:   Enter the date this assessment was completed.  This date is typically the date you complete this 
form.  It may not necessarily fall in the same semester as when you conducted the actual assessment, since the assessment 
due date is always the 3rd week of the following semester.  Enter date here  (MO/DA/YEAR format) 

 

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted:  Enter the semester and year the assessment was conducted. The semester 
and year must match the current assessment timeline for this SLO. Enter Semester and Year here 

 

Standard Met?  Was the target you set in the “Standard and Target for Success” section met? (Mark the box with an X.) 

  Standard Met      Standard Not Met 

 

Assessment Data & Findings:    What are the results of your assessment?  Provide the assessment data, and any related 
findings or reflections on the data. 
 

Enter text here. 

 

Related Documents:  You may wish to forward your actual assessment data, graphs, or any other relevant material to 
your full-time Faculty Assessment Leader or Facilitator so that they can upload it to the “Related Documents” section in 
Nuventive Improve. 
 
 

Actions 
 

Describe Actions Needed to Improve Student Learning:   Address as many categories as needed.  Enter at least 
one (1) Action plan, with Action Due Date and Action Category.   

                 Teaching Strategies:  Needed changes to teaching strategies to improve student learning.  
                Curriculum Changes: Needed curricular changes (pre-requisites, major topics, objectives, etc.).  
                Program/College: Anything the Program or College should do to support any of these changes.  
                SLO Assessment Process: Needed changes to the SLO statement or assessment process based on results.  

Action 
(One action plan per row.)   

Enter only those actions for which you wish to develop a plan. 

Action Due Date 

Action Category 
Teaching Strategies 
Curriculum Changes 

Program/College Support 
SLO Assessment Process 

Enter text here. Enter Date here Enter Category here. 

Enter text here. Enter Date here Enter Category here. 

Enter text here. Enter Date here Enter Category here. 

Enter text here. Enter Date here Enter Category here. 

 



[Ex:  PE 54] YEAR

SLO # 1:

Assessment Method:

SLO # 2:

Assessment Method:

SLO # 3:

Assessment Method:

SLO # 4:

Assessment Method:

SLO # 5:

Assessment Method:

SLO # 6:

Assessment Method:

Section No.

No. of 

Students 

in Class

Instructor Last Name
Instructor First 

Name

No. of 

Students 

Who Met 

Standard

SLO #1

% Met 

Standard

SLO #1

No. of 

Students 

Who Met 

Standard

SLO#2

% Met 

Standard

SLO #2

No. of 

Students 

Who Met 

Standard

SLO#3

% Met 

Standard

SLO #3

No. of 

Students 

Who Met 

Standard

SLO #4

% Met 

Standard

SLO #4

No. of 

Students 

Who Met 

Standard

SLO#5

% Met 

Standard

SLO #5

No. of 

Students 

Who Met 

Standard

SLO #6

% Met 

Standard

SLO #6

1234 30 Smith Jane 15 50% 5 17% 20 67%

5678 25 Smith Jane 15 60% 18 72% 19 76%

2468 35 Doe John 32 91% 40 114% 25 71%

Averages 90 62 69% 63 70% 64 71%

[Enter corresponding Assessment Method here]

[Enter SLO statement here]

[Enter corresponding Assessment Method here]

COURSE NAME:

Lead Faculty:

[Ex:  Weight Training]

[Enter corresponding Assessment Method here]

[Enter SLO statement here]

SEMESTER

[Enter SLO statement here]

[Enter corresponding Assessment Method here]

[Enter SLO statement here]

Instructions:  Enter in  BOLDED TEXT  the SLO statement and Assessment Method of the SLO(s) that is(are) being assessed this semester.

[Enter corresponding Assessment Method here]

[Enter SLO statement here]

[Enter SLO statement here]

[Enter corresponding Assessment Method here]

COURSE NO:
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